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Barr’s Stars’ Tips
Name: Ger Cunningham
Focus: Goalkeeping & Puck-outs
“Goalkeepers constantly walk a tightrope between triumph and disaster.” ‘Last Man
Standing – Hurling Goalkeepers, by Christy O’Connor
I think the above line neatly summarises what goalkeeping in hurling is really all
about. The goalkeeper has so much responsibility for the final result that
goalkeeping is really about risk-management.
Think of yourself on that tightrope. Your only priority is to get across safely to the
other side. How do you go about that? By being safe. Solid. Consistent. Focussed.
There is no place for party tricks or lack of focus. If you don’t have a safety-first
mentality, you will find yourself slipping off that tightrope and heading for disaster.
Firstly, it is important not to sensationalise the ‘disaster’ potential for goalkeeping.
That could put a young goalkeeper off pursuing a potential career there. Therefore, it
is important to underline the attraction that goes with the position.
Of course there are risks – much more so than playing out the field. But there is a
buzz and excitement from managing that risk too. Plus, if you work hard enough at
your game, there is real reward and acclaim from goalkeeping. From someone who
has made saves in big games, I can only compare that mind-set to scoring the
winning goal in a massive game. And believe me, there is no better feeling in the
world.
Do you need to be mad to play in goal? No. But you need to be someone who is not
afraid of risk. As a coach though, it is very important that a keeper should want to
play in the position, that might seem a strange statement to make for the worse
thing you can do is force someone to play there against their will. I have seen it
happen- not only will it turn them off goalkeeping, it could potentially turn them off
hurling full stop.
There are a number of principles that I think make up a Goalkeeper:
The first thing a goalkeeper must have is skill. It is often said that you play your
most skillful player in goals and there is a lot of truth in that statement. Put it this
way – your touch and handling must be absolutely perfect. You may get two or three
chances to get the ball into your hand as an outfield player. In goals, you get just
one. And if that one touch isn’t perfect, the ball is often in the net.
In that regard, working on basic techniques of first touch and handling are
paramount. Repetitive work in the ball alleys or against a wall is extremely beneficial
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in those departments. It really is all about focussing on the basics and perfecting
these areas. There is no point making four or five top-drawer diving saves and then
dropping two balls in to the net. Furthermore, the team must have confidence in
their goalkeeper. And that confidence stems from doing the basics right. Ask any
team; they would prefer a solid goalkeeper rather than a spectacular one that they
cannot trust.
Goalkeepers need to be brave and have a good eye. They also need sharp reflexes.
Bravery will come from experience and confidence. Having a good eye comes from
relentless training and working on the basics. You often hear a coach saying ‘your
eye is in’. That is because the goalkeeper or player has worked hard on his
technique. It is the same principle with reflexes. The more you practise, the more
you take yourself out of your comfort zone, the sharper you will become.
A very important but understated part of goalkeeping is flexibility and agility. If
you look at the best soccer keepers in the Premiership, they are the ones who are
the most agile. Therefore, it is important for goalkeepers of all ages to focus on
stretching and flexibility. This will sustain you as your career progresses.
Furthermore, it is extremely important for injury prevention for goalkeepers as they
get older.
The best Premiership keepers are also those who are good on their feet. They are
agile, have a great spring, and are almost cat-like. A hurling goalkeeper does not
necessarily need to be like that but the better you are on your feet, the better you
will be able to react to balls that are hit away from you. Fast - feet is also crucial for
coming off your line and averting danger. That will come from plyometric exercises
but a skipping rope is as good as any training exercise to begin with.
Communication is another massively important aspect of goalkeeping that is rarely
coached. So it is really making young keepers aware of the importance of
communicating in a positive manner. Not roaring and shouting at defenders, but
calling them in to position, encouraging them and gaining a sense of trust between
defenders & goalie.
Regarding shot stopping, there are loads of drills for this area but the most
important element of shot-stopping is to focus on the above areas first – footwork,
first touch, flexibility. When the basics are covered, it is much easier to develop a
keeper’s shot stopping technique. Again, it comes back to practise. Always looking to
improve.
One of the most crucial aspects of goalkeeping now is also one of the most easily
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forgotten. What is the one thing that goalkeepers are guaranteed to do in every
game? Puck-outs. You may get two shots in three games yet you could take 90
puck-outs in the same time. So it makes no sense not to practise your striking and
work to develop your accuracy.
Hurling is evolving all the time and will to continue to do so. Not everyone may
agree with short puckouts but contact striking, precision and accuracy all come from
repetitive practise. That comes from striking to standing targets, moving targets,
targets with obstacles in the way. The more you practise, the more confident you will
get to deliver in the match situations.
The mind-set training of a keeper is vital in relation to achieving high performance.
Experts in the field feel that 90% of a goalkeeper’s game is in his head. He has all
the physical work done before he crosses the white line. Now it comes down to his
level of confidence, focus and mental imagery.
Before a game, a goalkeeper should write down all the positive things he has done in
previous games. Also, what are his strengths? This info needs to be at the forefront
of his mind before
Standing in goal. Confidence comes from previous experiences and all the hard
training completed on the lead up to the game. We must make sure we take all the
positives from that (not what mistakes were made).Mistakes are dealt with on the
training ground not in a game. In order to be fully focused, playing in the present
moment, keepers need to react very well to mistakes.
Every player will make a mistake during a game but the best players will react better
to mistakes.
We are not perfect, nor will we play 60/70 minutes of hurling without making a
mistake. We need to realise this. When you make a mistake or find that your
focus/concentration is drifting, you need to have a performance trigger to get you
back to the present moment. This can be a symbol on your wrist, on your hurley or a
simple word you say to yourself e.g. Next ball. Action triggers are particularly
strong where you can lift up a piece of grass and let it go...let the error go. The
more times you run the positive pictures through your mind, the stronger the habit
becomes. Then when you are under pressure in the game, the mind will never panic
but will revert back to the habits build though hard training and positive imagery.
The key is to ensure you are focusing on what you want to happen as opposed to
what to don't want to happen. This is very important.
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A constant message that I try to outline is the value & enjoyment of Practise & one
of the great sayings that I tried to work to during my career was ‘Practise doesn’t
make perfect, perfect practise makes perfect’. Remember that line as a goalkeeper –
& enjoy the challenges and the satisfaction it will bring you.
Lift it Finbarr's...
* A sample Skill & set of training drills that you need to practice on to improve are in
the appendix.
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Name: Denis Burns
Focus: Team play, Organisation & Motivation
Team play - all players playing with common purpose and style of play that suits their skill
level, strength and stamina.
All players must know what we are working at and why
How you train and communicate will establish a pattern of play, organisation and motivation
for the games you play:
Pre planned moves and formations are important but may not always work or may
only work for a period.
Some points: Common purpose will be established by agreeing to train with agreed
emphases. Training must be without fear- all effort praised- options taken discussed later in
a ‘how will we improve’ atmosphere
1.

Speed of play: = speed of thought
Established by speed of training- train at game pace for sustained period-casual puck
around is for the beach
Minimum talk and standing around on field.
When possible hand to ball in shortest time (count 1,2 catch and hit). If necessary lift1,2,3 lift, catch and hit,
Plenty practice- run to ball, lift low(below knee) and strike fast
Training at pace =thinking fast= all team playing on same wavelength
Drills must have a specific purpose that transfers into game. No real substitute for
‘training games’- backs and forwards etc played with intensity
Best way to know your team mates play, strengths etc is to play with and against him

2.

Variety of play
As speed of play is being established and mastered we add :
Ability to run at- break tackle – make space
Use of space- what are other players not in possession doing- using every inch of field
Ability and confidence to score from various positions
A hunger for goals- training period where only goals are recorded
Options- brief discussion at half time and end of training session – what we learnedsuggestions for improvement= establish common purpose and motivation
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4.

Every player is a defender and attacker
When opposition have ball we are all defenders and our full forward line is first line of
defence- hooking , blocking are skills for all players and must be mastered ‘when within
3 hurley lengths of my opponent I always back myself to block or hook’ should be
motto but must be worked at

5.

The Team
Traditions etc can be important but when ball is thrown in the confidence gained from
the work done on the training field is your greatest asset
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*Star Tip:
"Practice makes perfect isn't quite right but Perfect practice makes perfect"
Better to spend 5\10 minutes practicing every day than 3 hours on only one day

Defending:
The first principle of defence is to cut down time and space.
Another key element is discipline – learning to tackle and pressurise properly without
conceding needless frees.
·

Inside defenders need to be confident of standing in front of their opponent
and manoeuvring behind for high deliveries.

·

They need to learn when to contest a ball and when to “jockey” the
opponent allowing the ball to go wide or drop into the ‘keeper.

·

To play the percentage knocking to the wings instead of attempting to
gain possession around the “square”.(When in doubt, flake it out)

·

The goalkeeper has to be the main organiser of his full back line being
vocal and developing a good understanding with his full back line.

·

The half back line’s main responsibility is to block the ball from going
through particularly puck outs.

·

Blocking and controlling from the air and batting skills needs to be coached
in tandem with overhead catching.
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Most young players want to catch the ball overhead but they have to be coached as
to when it is best to employ that skill or the blocking/batting skill
·

A defensive system needs to be developed for teams where each defender
and midfielder are aware of their roles in certain situations. Defending the
“D” where goal chances are cut down is a good starting point. Half backs
retreat to cut down space in front of the posts with the “D” as the outer
perimeter. Midfielders funnel back to the “D” and the defence attempts to
keep attackers outside them and force them to shoot under pressure. The
philosophy employed is that points may be conceded but that goal chances
are kept to the minimum.

·

Tackling skills need to be well coached to all players but especially
defenders so that they know instinctively in match situations what skill to
employ at a particular time.

·

Defence begins with no.15 but young players see defence beginning at
no.2 and ending at no.7. The idea of defence and attack should be defined
for players as attack mode when in possession and defence mode when
possession is with the opposition no matter where the ball is. This
develops the “team work ethic” where the sum of the parts is always the
key ingredient.
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Focus: Marking
Primarily marking is associated with defenders. But in essence it can be associated
with any member of a team.
To be good at marking, players need to have good positional sense. If a player is
positioned close enough to an opponent to perform an element of the tackle, this is
classed as good positional sense.
Once a player has established good positional proximity to an opponent well this
player is in the right place to mark the other player.
Let’s look at marking by defenders:
The best way to mark any opponent is to position yourself just immediately in front
of the player.
Standing directly alongside of your opponent is the next best position and depending
which side of the defence you are playing on you should always position yourself on
the goal side of your opponent.
If you are playing in a central position either at centre back or full back than the
need to position yourself close to the forward is greater as the ball can come at you
from any of three directions. You need good anticipation skills to ensure you are well
positioned to get to the ball first or to block your opponent’s path to score.
Once you have established a good positional proximity on your opponent you are
ready to perform the six defensive skills of good marking.
1.

The Block

2.

The Hook

3.

The Flick

4.

Physical Tackle

5.

The Interception

6.

The Clearance, broken down as follows – batting the ball, pulling on the ball, scooping
the ball, dribbling the ball and of course striking the ball
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Marking From In Front:
This is probably the best way to mark an opponent because of the obvious; you are
in the prime position to get to the ball first. The only possibility to watch out for if
you opt to mark like this; would be if the ball is delivered high in over you and your
opponent. This gives the forward the advantage to get to the ball first. Therefore it is
important to ensure when marking from in front that you are not too far out. You
must give yourself the chance to recover your position in order to execute the tackle.
Good anticipation on how the ball is going to be delivered between you and your
opponent will help you to be good at marking in defense.
·

Marking from the front gives you the best chance to win possession of the ball.
However this only applies if the ball is at a trajectory at which it can be
intercepted.

Marking Side By Side
Marking side by side gives the player in defence a 50/50 chance of winning
possession of the ball. It certainly provides the defender with the best chance to
compete with the opponent so as to gain possession, tackle for possession or dispose
of possession of the ball.
·

Marking side by side gives a player a 50/50 chance of winning possession and
combined with good anticipation provides the marker with a greater chance of
getting to the ball first
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Marking from Behind:
This form of marking is most likely to be adopted by defenders and even more so by
fullbacks. The reason for this is to counter the fast pace associated with most top
class forwards. To have any chance of marking a good pacy forward one needs to
be close up behind the player. Thereafter the marker needs to possess three good
qualities in defending.
1. Strength – to keep the opponent outside at all times
2. Good anticipation to track the direction the forward will adapt.
3. Excellent blocking skills to prevent the other player from scoring.
·

Marking from behind is a good option when playing against top class pacy
forwards but only if the defender has the confidence to keep close to the
opponent, to anticipate his movement and has the skill set to block the player
from scoring.

The three different options of marking an opponent can be applied to any outfield
position by a player wishing to gain advantage on an opponent.
It is up to the
individual to access which option best suits based on the type of opponent they are
playing against.
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Focus: Catching
Catching
Catching has become more and more frequent in the modern game of hurling and is
now vital for most players on the field especially the half back and half forward lines
as they are generally under the keepers puck outs.
It is an entirely different skill set for forwards and backs.
Backs
Always have a look at the opposition keeper’s puck out before the game starts.
Usually he will take a good number of practice ones and this will give you a number
of hints before the game even starts. You might be able to tell –
1.

How far his puck outs travel on the pitch which will give you a good
indication on where your starting point should be.

2.

How the ball travelsIs it a long loopy trajectory which means you can stand just behind your
man to catch the ball over his head or is it a lower more powerful head high
trajectory which means you got to be ready to get in front to catch the ball.

3.

Which side of the pitch he is hitting to more often?

A few general tips for catching would be –
1.

Don’t snatch at the ball, Tilt your wrist back and cup your hand.
Always leave the ball fall into your hand rather than a snatching movement
as the ball will only rebound off your hand if snatched at.

2.

Put your hand up as late as possible. It’s much easier to catch the ball as a
reaction rather than trying to keep your hand still for the last ten yards of
its flight. It also keeps your marker guessing as to what you’re going to do
and he can’t play your hand and leave the ball go through.

3.

Be strong in your Stance on the ground and don’t be off balance. If you’re
off balance due to an opponent pushing you it’s a lot harder to catch the
ball so try and get as solid a stance as you can.

4.

Play the man. Use your body position to put your man off balance without
fouling, this will give you a distinct advantage as the ball drops. Try and get
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behind and softly push his head forward or get your elbow on his shoulder
to keep him down. These are obviously “half fouls” but are now very much
part of the game.
As a Forward
Movement and timing is key. A back will always want to know where his man is so
your aim is to come in at the last second or from behind the man so the back cannot
“Play the man”. The same basic catching principles as stated above apply but it’s
more down to the movement and timing of the forward to get in the right position.
Drills for both forward and backs catching should be made as game realistic as
possible and not just throwing or lobbing the ball into the air. They should be done
from a long puck of the ball and different situations to favour the back or forward.
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The Role Of the Centre Back
The Centre back is often stated as the most important position on the field. This is
because there are a number of different tasks at hand unlike most other positions on
the pitch. It is important to get the right balance between them. In simple terms the
tasks are –
1. Mark your man.
2. Protect the full back line.
3. Cover the centre.
4. Support the midfield, full back line and your half backs.
5. Communicate with your defence and midfield.
Obviously first and foremost you are a defender and that means marking your man
as much as you can but there is a fine balance as you don’t want to leave the centre
wide open and your full back line unprotected. If you do so this will lead to more
chances of goals being scored which is obviously our first aim to avoid.
Tips that help getting a correct balance.....
1. Judge how much a danger man your direct opponent is.
If he is one of their main scorers you may have to stay a bit closer to him
then you would like as the opposition will try and get the ball to him if he
has any space. If he is there to keep the ball moving and get it into the
full forward line you might be able to allow him a bit more room while
doing your other tasks.
2. Judge how fast your opponent is compared to yourself.
You never want to be too far away from your opponent so you can’t get a
tackle in or leave him score before you get to him. You always want to be
close enough to recover if the ball does drop to him rather than you.
3. Read the play.
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This comes with the experience of playing the position more and more so
obviously will improve with time. Simple things like being able to read a
players body position as he goes to strike the ball or whether he’s under
pressure etc. Also things to take notice of are whether a team likes to play
the ball down the line or use cross field balls, where their danger man is
on the pitch (as the ball will go in his direction the most).
4. Always try to sweep in behind your half backs.
You’d be amazed by the amount of balls that breaks in behind them on
puck outs and from general play. It also helps you support them as if they
win the ball you are always there for a simple hand pass if needed. You
are also protecting your corner backs by stopping the ball from going into
the danger area – the full back line.
5. Communication is key.
It is up to you to control your defence. In the modern game it has become
more important with the constant movement in forwards. Constant
communication between half backs, full back line and midfielders in
relation to support, marking opponents and helping out your teammates.
This in essence will make your job easier to control the centre.
It’s hard to put the centre back play into drills but reading the play is of
vital importance. Maybe putting your centre back into different situations
on the pitch and ask him to judge where the ball is going to go. Also
reaction drills are great for centre backs as that is what you are doing
constantly in that position – reacting to different situations.
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Inter County Preparation Excluding the 3 sessions a week
Schedules varied at different times of the year.
You might train 6 times during the winter where it would only be 2-3 during the
summer months.
Gym
Gym programmes are usually set up at the start of each year depending on what the
player’s needs are. For example I got a gym programme for speed training during
my time which included squats and bench presses as well as various weight
exercises to build up my speed. It was then up to me to get my two sessions of gym
in each week whenever I could. Different people would have different programs,
some for weight gain, others for speed, fitness or core etc. Some people simply had
stretching sessions to do as part of a gym session.
As well as the Gym sessions other players might have individual sessions. I
had speed sessions again and I know others had ball alley sessions etc.
It was only a short session but it was twice a week again.
Nutrition
Nothing was monitored but everyone stuck to a good healthy diet
all through the hurling season. A good balanced diet with plenty of carbs during
training days. Everyone had to eat the post match and training meal together as it
helped in the recovery time for the body. We also took recovery drinks after each
session.
Recovery
This is the area mostly ignored by the majority of club players. Recovery includes
the recovery drink and meal after sessions and the stretching after sessions. It also
includes pool sessions which should be done after tough sessions and matches.
These things help the body to get back where it was to allow you to train hard again.
If you train hard while your body is not recovered you’re doing more harm than
good.
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Hydration
Another area ignored. This was repeated time and time again to us. It is
underestimated how much this matters. We were told you should SIP water more or
less all day long. It’s no good just drinking a pint of water here and there, the
damage will be done by then. It was around 2 - 3 Litres a day I drank but as I said
just sipping it throughout the day. This keeps the body hydrated and helps
recovery. We often had spot checks for this at training (urine tests).
Typical Week
This was my own as I had speed training. All weights and individual sessions were
done in your own time.
Off Season
Mon - Speed & Weights
Tues - Training with squad
Wed -Speed and Weights
Thur - Training with squad
Fri - Speed session
Sat - Training with Squad
Sun -Recovery session
Peak Season
Mon - Light weight and Speed session
Tues - Training with squad
Weds - Light weight and speed session.
Thurs - Training with squad
Fri – Rest
Sat – Match
Sun – Recovery
As you can see the hard training is done off season and it’s more based on being
fresh coming towards championship.
The few weeks of championship the extra sessions will reduce again and there would
be more stretching and recovery sessions.
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Sideline Cuts:
Come down steeply on the back of the ball to ensure that it pops up. In Coaching
young players they should be no more than two yards from the wall when practicing
otherwise they will try to hit it far as opposed to popping it up.

Batting:
Always step/jump into the batt. If you stand dead under it your hurley will be
‘played’. Start practice without an opponent but move as quickly as possible to
position a ‘puller’ (initially passive) as that is the only way you will know if your
coaching is working.

Ground Hurling:
When practicing make sure the player jumps into the pull and plants his legs as he is
swinging, otherwise he won’t get balance and fall off the pull. With younger players
I believe it helps to start with a tennis ball.
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A variety of balls can be used, see photo.

Alignment & Power Position:
Emphasis should be on correct alignment – Hip & shoulder pointing at target.
Power position, see photo. Step forward with opposite leg – left foot, right hand.
For ball to come back straight to you, alignment has to be right.
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Control, Strike & “Eye”:
Using a soft, sponge ball hit ball and with 1 bounce hit it again.
Progress to doubling ball on return (no bounce).
Alternate hands – 10 on left, 10 on right.
Progress to using “fireball” and squash ball.
Same position is required for sidelines – emphasis on feet, stance and striking technique.
*Ball should be coming back in straight line all the time – if not, adjust alignment.
Drills:
Handpass to left hand side of alley, turn and handpass to opposite wall – with & without
bounce.
In 3’s – first strikes, next gathers and strikes, etc. – with & without bounce, variety of
catches – high/low/chest/to left/to right/left hand catch/right hand catch, one touch on bas
and into hand, 2 touches on hurley.
*If not hitting in correct spot, ball won’t come back straight to you.
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See also Wall Ball Drills:
http://www.hurlingwall.com/resources.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGF9aVO4OO8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcNA64TR4x4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZzThi5QwwU
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Features:
·

Basic skill but forgotten about at all levels of late

·

Speeds up the game and attacks – BUT – coaches preaching to “speeding up
play” and “fast ball into forwards” – don’t seem to acknowledge or utilise it

·

Usain Bolt is still slower than a moving sliotar – FACT!

·

If practiced, developed and perfected it could lead to an erosion of
melees/rucks/bunching which is becoming a constant eyesore in modern
game, especially at inter-county level

·

When executed well- very hard to defend against

·

Speeds up ball into full-forward line

·

Gives advantage to player who is out in front

·

Defending – quickest way to clear from danger area

·

Also – keeps an opponent guessing – when varied it gives you the opportunity
to pick the ball if required

·

A forward who keeps the ball moving thus stopping a back from getting on the
ball or making a tackle – is one of the hardest to mark.

·

It is legal to pull on the ball as hard as you want on the ball, if an opponent
happens to be on the end of that connection,…no harm done

Drills:
·

Straight lines – 30m-40m apart, striking alternately off left/right – BUT –
players must do it at match pace to gain benefit – players in the middle
“working” – add to ball without stopping. 1 minute at most to ensure match
pace.

·

Hurling Alley – sliotar / handball / racquetball – alternate between each one to
build up a player’s speed and “eye” for connecting. Moving towards ball is key,
adjust your body to add to speed of ball then immediately turning to repeat
from opposite direction.
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Contesting Puck-outs – As a forward:
·

·

·

·

The key is Variation of your play, especially the half-forward line – pulling off
left / right, catching, batting to an oncoming team-mate or yourself. Very hard
to defend against if you are unpredictable.
Pulling & Connecting: One of the hardest skills to defend against. Get as close
as possible to the defender, back into him and pull directly over your head as
hard and as fast as possible ON THE BALL. Being so close makes it hard for the
back to catch or bat the ball with any real force. By playing the ball through it
immediately sets up an attack with early ball and negates the dominant play of
modern half backs.
Catching – coming in as late as possible from either side or behind, using your
hurley to protect your hand and block the defender’s hand / hurley, allowing
your free hand to catch.
Batting down – only works if your teammates are aware, i.e. midfielders /
wingforwards / wingbacks. Prepare as if going to pull on ball but at last minute
change to a bat giving clean possession to a teammate.

Contesting Puck-outs – As a back:
·
·

·

·

One of the few moments in modern game for 1-on-1. Possession is king.
With quick and strategic puckouts a back has to take the chance of playing
from the front to attack the shorter puckout and gain possession ahead of the
forward(a yard or 2 in front).
For longer/higher puckouts it is about reading the play and quickly reverting
back to 2-3 metres behind the forward so the back can attack the puckout with
momentum, with the aim of batting the ball and the man forward, making it
very hard for a forward to catch the ball or on the rare occasion of pulling and
adding to the puckout.
Worse-case scenario – forward catches the ball but is legally pushed back
towards his own goal with the momentum. Contrary to the myth the forward is
then under pressure to use the ball.
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Focus: Aerial Combat / Competition
What is aerial combat?
It is the primary fight in the air between two or more players to gain control of the
sliothar by
(1) catching,
(2) blocking the ball from going towards the goal ,
(3) to perform an overhead strike of the ball to ensure the sliothar carries on
in the direction it has come from, either from puck outs or open play.
The optimum way of achieving any of these is by getting to the Pitch of the ball.
What is the Pitch of the ball?
The Pitch of the ball is the Maximum height that a player can achieve, while jumping
with hands/hurley extended. This ensures a player is in the best position to obtain
control of the sliothar. With regular practise a player can realise the maximum pitch
he can achieve. Variables such as wind/rain/sun can alter the flight of the sliothar,
and thus these conditions must be considered when attempting aerial combat.
When the sliothar is pucked in low, a player generally needs to get to it quickly in
order to control the play. In ariel combat this is different. It is all about timing the
individual’s run to get to the pich of the ball . If you mistime the run and get there
too soon, It is not possible to jump as high as normal as you will be static. It is
much more favourable to obtain possession by timing the run properly to get to the
pitch of the ball at the optimium time.
When fighting for possession of the sliothar ,other variables such as the opposing
player’s height and agility also need to be taken into consideration. Tall players such
as John Allen used their height to gain possession regularly. Whereas players of
great agility such as Gerald McCarthy had a fantastic ability to spring upwards ,
perform an overhead pull on the ball in the air, thus supplying the inside players with
a chance of gaining possession.
In conclusion good mastery of aerial combat is one of the most crucial elements in
winning any match.
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Focus: Improve Your Touch
Equipment Needed:
-

Beginner: Tennis Ball
Intermediate: Plastic Sliotar 4 soft sides
Advanced: Plastic Sliotar 2 hard sides, 2 soft sides
All: Hurley

Location:
- Any wall
- Hurling alley
Drills:
1. One Touch Strike out of the hand
-

Strike ball out of hand high on the wall
THINGS TO REMEMBER: your stance when striking:
Left foot in front
on forehand

Right foot in
front on
backhand

-

Control the returning ball with one touch on the hurley kill ball and catch.
THINGS TO REMEMBER: your stance when controlling:
Try and have the
hurley in the middle of
your body

2. One Touch Strike out of the hand
-

Strike ball off hurley high on wall. Control the returning ball with two touches
on the hurley (kill ball) and then strike ball off hurley again.
Improve to control with one touch
THINGS TO REMEMBER: stance as above.
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Focus: Full Back Play
Communication on the Field
Full back is a lonely spot!! You are, in the modern game, more often than not
isolated with the full forward in “acres of space”. It is for this reason that good
communication is vital, you must know at all times where your man is and where
your team mates are. Above all you must be 100% certain that your back is
covered, be this by communicating with your goalkeeper or the rest of your backline.
You must be confident that if a forward is bearing down on goal and you have no
option but to go to meet him and leave the full forward behind you that your corner
back will cover you and more importantly your wing back will cover your cornerback.
Remember good communication is also good for team morale and confidence.
Your first job as a full back is to defend. To do this properly you must know your
opponent, which is his strong side, what hand does he catch with, is he fast etc.,
these are fundamental questions that you must ask yourself at the beginning of your
game. You must decide your approach, do you play from the front, do you play off
the shoulder!! When a ball breaks in the small square you must clear it out to the
side and not across your own goal, get the ball away from the danger area at all
costs. The fundamentals of defending are hooking, blocking, batting and never
giving up, you must have an inner belief that no matter what your opponent throws
at you, you are ready for it! I always believed that if you keep the ball moving out
the pitch you are keeping it away from the danger zone and your opponents have
less of a chance of getting goals and remember “goals win games”.
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Focus: Midfield Play and Overhead Striking
PRIMARY PURPOSE OF MIDFIELD PLAY
A)

To supply quality, fast ball to forward line

B)

To act as Linkman between backs & forwards

C)

To form a Partnership with your midfield partner, one to help in defending duties, with
the other assisting the forwards when appropriate.

It is important for one man to remain in the midfield area when your partner is rambling.
Aerial play is a very important part of midfield play, i.e. doubling on the ball that is travelling
with you, batting the ball when facing it and catching it when the opportunity arises.
Running with the ball from midfield should always have a purpose, whether finding room to
attempt a score yourself or drawing a defender and passing to a loose forward.
Adherence to these principles, apart from being good midfield play, builds teamwork,
confidence and understanding within the group. It allows forwards, particularly the inside
forward line, to anticipate just how their midfielders are likely to best deliver the ball.
For example, midfielder who picks and hits the ball, switching wings with the delivery gives
corner forwards the best possible ball. It also allows them to make runs into open spaces
anticipating such a ball. This is teamwork at its best.
Slowing down the delivery of the ball allows backs to cover off and easily pick up their men.
Hitting high hopeful balls to your forwards is always to the backs advantage.

Doubling:
Finally a little advice on Doubling on the High Ball. The biggest mistake is making a long
hard pull. The longer the swing the more difficult it is to make contact with the ball. Keeping
your legs steady on the ground for good balance, have your hurley in the ready position
halfway through your swing gives you the best possible chance of making contact with the
ball, and remember that the slightest contact with the ball can send it 30 or 40 yards, ideal
for fast breaking forwards.
Also remember if you never try this skill in training you will never master it. Practice makes
perfect and the more you practice you’ll find the “Luckier” you’ll get.
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Focus: Midfield Play
Traditionally, the role of the midfielder was to compete under the dropping ball from puck
outs along with collecting clearances from defenders and transferring good quality ball to
forwards.
Over the years improvements in the quality of sliotars have impacted on the role of the
midfielder to the extent that:
·

Puck outs now tend to bypass midfield and there is more a focus on winning the
breaking ball.

·

Midfielders now regularly score points from play, in addition to delivering quality ball
to the forwards

Different styles of play can demand different approaches from midfielders.
·

The possession game requires midfielders to run with and retain the ball rather than
picking and striking the ball quickly to the forwards.

·

Additionally, improvements in fitness levels has midfielders covering much greater
areas of the pitch rather than working between the two 45's.

The midfielder must be able to assess and correctly call the correct approach in any given
circumstance. As with most things in life, it is never exclusively one or the other and it is
generally a combination of the above – the key is calling it right for the benefit of your team.
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Name: Bill O’Shea
Focus: The Sideline
The sideline cut is a very difficult skill to master but with lots of practice it can
become a skill that will be most beneficial to you as a player and your teammates.
The sideline cut when played well can be as important as a free ball. It is very
similar, as a player has a free shot to set up play, can also score from the sideline,
so therefore plenty of practice on the training ground is essential.
7 Steps to taking a sideline ball:
1

Place the ball well. When placing the ball yourself take every advantage on
placing the ball on a firm, elevated piece of grass giving better odds of the
hurley getting under and through the ball.

2

Distance back from the ball on approach. For me generally 4-5 paces is
plenty. Every player will find his own technique and will find his (or her) own
comfort zone over the ball.

3

Adopt the ready position. The ready position will set you alignment up
which is essential for direction of the ball when struck.

4

Eye on the ball. Concentration levels now at this point should be at their
peak. Visualisation where the ball is going to go and reach is part and parcel of
your procedure. When approaching the ball keep your eyes on the ball while
raising the hurley above your head in the LOCKED position creating an arc
stroke to the ball.

5

Feet positioning. The lead foot ends up just short of parallel to the ball.
Remembering the lead foot for a right handed hurler is his left foot.

6

Contact with the ball. Your target is just behind the back of the ball
following through to make full contact on the ball.

7 Elevation and distance. The angle of the hurley generates the height off the
ball, generally 20-30 degrees of an angle of the hurley on approach. While the
distance is generated by the strength of the pull.
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Tactical decisions that coaches and players may discuss when preparing for
matches:
1 Go for a score, or set up an attack.
2 Direction and distance of the ball will be determined by weather conditions.
The ball won’t travel as far in heavy conditions and under footing surface for
the player taking the sideline won’t be as good.
3 Players receiving the ball must position themselves in the best position to
receive the ball e.g. in front of their marker.
4 Timing of runs to receive the ball. An understanding between players on the
field of play and the player taking the sideline is a must, to take advantage of
retaining possession of the ball.
5 Breaking ball. Lots of times during games the ball will enter into the area of
the goal, we must remember to take advantage of the breaking ball in this
prime scoring location.
Things I would suggest to practice while training:
1

Ground striking. This is a very important step in becoming a good sideline
taker. So for coaches training players, feet positioning, hurley in locked
position, eye on the ball and following through while striking are most
important in the development of the sideline.

2

Pairing off in twos cutting the ball across the field to each other. Distance is
not important at the early stage of the technique of the sideline. Loft of the
ball is key in the exercise while the player gets used to the technique, the loft
of the ball and distance will grow hand in hand.

3

Placing of players around the D on the field. Practicing cutting the ball over the
goal-post. Again the better and stronger the player gets the further he can
move back from the goal, eventually going out to the sideline itself.

4 The key to the sideline is:
PRACTICE, PRACTICE AND MORE PRACTICE
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Name: P. McSweeney
Focus: A Quality Ball
Any discussion about delivering quality ball has to take account of the general tactics
being employed by the management. You cannot separate them. For instance if your
goal to create space in the full forward line is working but your outfield players look
for short passes instead of playing the ball in quickly then you are at odds with your
tactics. Similarly if you launch long balls into your forward line but the other team
have an extra man back you are wasting possession.
A ball can only be described as good quality if it gives your team a greater than 50%
chance of maintaining possession. I think it’s important to use the phrase
“maintaining possession” instead of “winning possession” as the latter implies the
ball is hit up the field in hope rather than with purpose. The ability to deliver a good
quality ball has more to do with attitude and mindset than skill. Some players tend
to want to attempt the impressive pass, even ignoring an obvious option in favour of
a ball that has a small chance of coming off. It’s important to follow up on these
mistakes with the individual after the game, especially if it resulted in giving away a
score at our end. Video analysis can really hit home with the player involved.
The players goal should always be to play the percentages. There is no point in
always trying to play a pass that might come off only 3 or 4 times out of ten. You
want to play the pass that you can make nearly every time. By playing a bad ball
you can give away a score within seconds of losing possession anywhere on the
pitch. At the end of the day regardless of your tactics the goal is to get the ball to a
player who is in a position to score.
When You are Under Pressure
The first thing you should consider is a handpass backwards. Training drills
(especially backs/midfielders) practicing drifting around the back and giving an
option to the man in possession is a great idea. If there are no options to handpass
then you have to consider hitting it long without looking. In this case any previous
direction from the management should be followed. For instance the other team may
have a centre back that you are trying to keep the ball away from. If you’re not sure
you can clear him by hitting crossfield then you should strike down the wing. Or your
team may be playing three midfielders in which case you need to be sure you’re not
hitting the ball to a spare man on the opposition side.
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Outside of following predetermined tactics players could consider the following
scenarios.
You are Barrs No7 and you have time and space to look up the field and deliver the
ball. A good option is B (the space in front of and to the right of (as you look up the
field) no 15.) Firstly it’s usually best (where possible) to play the ball into the space
the forward is running into. If you play the ball to where the player is or you give a
pass where he has to slow down you are giving the defender time to close the gap to
him. Secondly it’s much easier for the forward to score from this angle of coming
across the goal rather than Option A where he is coming straight out the field. In the
latter case he has more work to do as he has his back to the goal. Option B is also a
potential goal scenario.
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A second scenario is barrs no 5 has a free shot up the field. Nothing definite is on
but a good option is a floated long pass into space to the right of and beyond no 13.
If you play a low fast ball up the wing it could be intercepted by no4 or perhaps
carry over the end line if hit too hard. A floated pass into the space beyond will make
it easier for your teammate to control and force no 4 to turn back towards his own
goal line.
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Another situation where you look to hit space rather than the man is where Barrs no
9 above has possession. Frequently when players are under pressure and being
forced toward the sideline on their weak side they choose a bail out option; i.e. they
will play a low ball up the line to be competed for between the outrushing 12 and 5.
This is a very difficult ball for the no 12 to do anything with. A better option, if its
possible, is to hit the ball into the space that has just been created by the outrushing
players. A floated pass for no 15 to run onto. Of course the corner forward has to be
ready for this. This will be especially effective if everyone in the forward line knows
that this will always be the play in this situation.
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Playing With The Wind
It’s important not to waste possession when you have the advantage of the wind.
Ball played in hard from the midfield area often ends up coming in too fast for the
full forward line to do anything with and ends up wide. The only place to play ball
like this is directly at the goal so if the full back and full forward miss it at least it has
a chance of troubling the goal keeper. Otherwise try to land ball far enough away
from the end line to give the full forward line a chance.
Direct Ball to the Full Forward
High Ball
There are times when high ball can be very effective. Your no.14 may be winning
primary possession from high balls or may be breaking dangerous ball to the corner
forwards. What you should always keep an eye out for is one of the full forward line
slipping in behind their marker. A good back will comfortably deal with most high
balls for one main reason; Positioning. All things being equal the player behind has
all the advantage under a high ball. So if the forward has slipped in behind his man
consider a high ball.
From the Wings
In the scenario below Barrs no 8 decides to hit a high ball as no7 is blocking a low
ball to no 14. A good full back will be able to deal with a ball like this by playing the
man so the ball runs through to the goalie.
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A more effective high ball might be one that goes slightly across the full back/full
forward. Full backs like the full forward being set in position well in advance of the
ball coming in high. They don’t like having to move across their own goal. Again this
works best when everyone on the pitch knows what to expect. It’s no use hitting it
across the full forward if he’s running the other way.
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Think On Your Feet
During a match every player should be watching out for teammates who have the
upper hand on their markers. As long as this advantage continues you should look to
play the ball to these teammates.
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Focus: Catching
Catching a ball from a puck out or a long puck up the field drives on a team when done
during the game whether it is in the forward, back or midfield lines.
The art of fielding a ball in hurling can be quite hard but when done correctly, it is a great
skill to have. To field the ball during a hurling game, you need to work on certain attributes:
·

Upper body strength – to hold off a player.

·

Quad muscle strength – to hold your stance under a puck out…particularly for the
defender.

·

Timing – Judging the ball when it is in flight…this needs to be spot on …jumping too early
or too late results in you being unsuccessful in catching the ball.

·

Relax the hand when catching the sliotar. If you clench your hand, the ball will just
bounce off your hand. Relaxing the muscles in the hand is essential to catching the
sliotar.

·

As a forward the best ball to catch is when you are on the move, taking the ball on the
move makes it very hard for the defender to stop you… he may take you down and
concede a free or you get through the defender. Static position catching is a lot easier
for the defender to defend.

·

Landing is so important when catching a sliotar from a long puck…your knees should be
slightly bent and ensure that your feet is not flat on the ground when landing, this
minimises the risk of injuries to your knees ,ankles and other serious leg injuries.
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Focus: Frees and Penalties
Free Taking
Different free takers have different styles for taking frees. There is no right or wrong
way necessarily, but the following points are areas that should be considered when
taking frees.
Hurley Preparation
·

For free takers, they need to ensure that the Hurleys they use give them the best
chance of striking consistently

·

Ensure that the Toe part of the hurley, i.e. the part that is picking the ball, is not
too ‘thick’ which would make it a bit more difficult for picking the sliotar

·

Have a balanced hurley that’s not too heavy or too light

·

Use grip tape for hurley

·

Practice with 2 or 3 Hurleys when practicing as Hurleys will break during matches

·

Bring 2 or 3 Hurleys to matches to ensure you have spare Hurleys that you have
practiced with

Placing of Sliotar
The placing of the sliotar is often overlooked when striking frees. For jab picking,
ensure the sliotar is placed ‘lightly’ on the grass to ensure the Hurley can pick up the
sliotar smoothly
For sliotars that have thick rims, the sliotar should be placed in such a way that the
ball is picked on the ‘white’ part thus avoiding the thick rims
For roll picking, place on a level area to give the best chance of a smooth pick up
Position of Sliotar
The position of the sliotar can vary for different free takers. Normally placing the
sliotar so that it forms a triangle between feet is a good guide. This also puts the
body in a position to make a clean pick up.
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Another option is to take a step into the sliotar when picking it. Regardless of which
style is used, the exact placing of the sliotar and body position should be the same
every time a free is taken
Alignment
Alignment is very important to ensure consistency. Player should ensure their
alignment is correct for each free, and this would include feet, hips and shoulders.
Alignment is ensuring feet, hips and shoulders are lined up against a specific target
(e.g. Middle of the goal) for every free. The only change to the target may be to
allow for a strong cross wind for far out frees.
Line up target
This involved looking at your target and keeping that mental picture of the target in
your mind. There are 2 options that can be used;
Select a point to aim at between the posts where you ‘See’ the ball going over the
crossbar. Keep this picture in your mind as you go through the free taking process
Draw an imaginary line between the middle of the crossbar to the sliotar. Keep this
imaginary line in your mind as you go through the free taking process
Number of times to look at the posts
It’s important that the player doesn’t spend too long looking at the posts/lining up
the target. Up to 2 ‘looks’ at the post should be enough. Often free takers look at the
posts for longer/more times for important frees which can be counterproductive as
this changes the normal routine
Pick up
The pick is probably the most important part of taking a free as a free taker that can
consistently pick the ball into the right space for striking will give them the best
opportunity to consistently strike well. The simplest pick is often the most effective.
Simplest means not having to ‘manoeuvre’ the ball into position for striking or
balancing the sliotar on the hurley.
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Strike
For any free taker to be consistent and accurate, they will have to be a good striker.
This just comes from practice!
It’s also important for a free taker to practice striking the sliotar that is ‘driven’, not
‘floated’. An example of this would be striking the sliotar over the bar from 30m out,
straight in front of a goal, where the sliotar goes over about 15ft or so above the
crossbar and rising as it goes over the bar.
Follow through
When striking a free, it’s important to commit to it. This generates forward
momentum vital to a good strike. The forward momentum should result in the free
taker moving towards the target as they strike the sliotar.
Mental process
As well as having a routine for taking frees, the mental thought process when taking
a free is also extremely important. As soon as a free taker is approaching a free a
number of items should be considered.
·

Wind Strength

·

Wind Direction

·

Is a quick free an option/benefit

·

If raining, is there an option for getting a towel to dry the ball/hurley or using a
resin pouch that can be held in a pocket in the shorts

When setting up to take the free, as soon as the ball is placed, there should be the
same mental process followed for each free, possibly using some ‘Trigger’ words,
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An example of Trigger words that can be used (PASS) for every free;
Place

Ensure ball is placed correctly

Align

Ensure body alignment is correct and lined up to target

See

Visualise the free being struck accurately

Simple Pick

Focus on getting a clean pickup to get the sliotar into the correct
position. The pick is probably the most important part of taking a
free as a free taker that can consistently pick the ball into the right
space for striking will give them the best opportunity to consistently
strike well.

Repetition & Confidence
Every free taken should be approached in the same manner and the exact same
process should be followed, regardless of how difficult the free is or how important
the free is. Repeating the same process with the same result (i.e a high percentage
of success) breeds confidence which is vital for any free taker.
Free taking Practice Drills
1. Practice picking (without actually striking) to ensure consistency of pick
2. Practice into a net, about 10 to 15 feet away, not into goalposts, this focuses on
the process and strike and not about whether a point it scored or not
3. Practice with different brands of sliotars if possible
4. Practice in rain with wet sliotar as a wet sliotar will often ‘move’ in the air more
than a dry sliotar, so free taker will need to be comfortable with how they strike
both a wet and dry sliotar
5. Practice with as many mixed sliotars as possible, i.e old, new, think rim, thin rim,
dry, damp etc
6. Close to a match, use sliotars likely to be used for the match
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Free Taking Practice Drill 1

Line 1

·

Set up cones as above.

·

Starting at line 1 (at inner cone), 5 frees to be hit on this line (equally spaced out
between the inner and outer cone)

·

Once 5 in a row have been hit successfully, move on to the next line. If a free is
missed, go back to the start of the line (inner cone)

************************************
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Free Taking Practice Drill 2

Diamond

Set up cones as above.
Step 1
·

In the first diamond, 3 frees in a row must be hit from yellow cone before moving
on to the red cones.

·

Free to be taken at each red cone and also the mid point between red cones (8
frees). Only move on to the next free if successful. If unsuccessful move back 1
place.

Step 2
·

On completion of the first diamond move on to the blue cones. 5 frees in a row to
be hit, equally spaced out from inner blue cone to outer blue cone). If any free is
missed go back to the inner blue cone.
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Step 3
·

On completion of the blue cones, move on to the other diamond and repeat as in
Step 1

Free Taking Practice Drill 3

Line 5

Line 1

Line 4

Line 2

Line 3

·

Set up cones as above.

·

Start at Line 1. 5 frees to be taken on line 1, equally spaced out between cones.

·

On completing 5 successful frees in a row, move on to next line etc. If a free is
missed go back to start of line.

·

The only exception is line 3, where if a free is missed, go back 1 step (e.g. if 3rd
free is missed, so back to where 2nd free is taken from)
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Penalties
For penalties, taking a step or two before lifting the sliotar is preferable in order to
generate momentum, and ultimately as powerful a shot as possible. With penalties,
a powerful strike is imperative. Again, this comes with practice.
Placing of Sliotar
As with frees, ensure the sliotar is placed ‘lightly’ on the grass to ensure the Hurley
can pick up the sliotar smoothly and for sliotars that have thick rims, the sliotar
should be placed in such a way that the ball is picked on the ‘white’ part thus
avoiding the thick rims
Position of Sliotar
For penalties it better to take a step into the sliotar when picking it in order to
generate momentum, and ultimately as powerful a shot as possible. With penalties,
a powerful strike is imperative. Again, this comes with practice!
Line up target
This involves looking at your target and keeping that mental picture of the target in
your mind. There are 2 options that can be used;
Select a point to aim at between the posts where you ‘See’ the ball going over the
crossbar. Keep this picture in your mind as you go through the free taking process
Draw an imaginary line between the middle of the crossbar to the sliotar. Keep this
imaginary line in your mind as you go through the free taking process
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Number of times to look at the target
It’s important that the player doesn’t spend too long looking at the target. Normally
pick a spot between the goalkeeper and player to the side, aiming away from the
goalkeeper as much as possible as ideally you want the player and not the
goalkeeper to be the one attempting to save the shot (green areas in diagram).
Striking the ball so that it bounces just before the player is an option when the
ground is very hard. This requires accuracy as well as power as if the ball hits the
ground too far out from the saving player it becomes easier to save

Pick up
Again a smooth pick up is crucial to getting in the right position for a powerful strike.
This is especially true here as for a penalty, the taker will need to make a full swing
before striking
Strike
Again, for any penalty taker to be consistent and accurate and with a powerful shot,
they will have to be a very good striker. This just comes from practice!
Follow through
When striking a penalty, it’s important to commit to it. This generates forward
momentum vital to a good, powerful strike. Ensure a full swing is completed to get
maximum power.
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Penalty taking Practice Drills
1. Practice picking (without actually striking) to ensure consistency of pick
2. Practice into a wall, about 10 feet away, not into goalposts, this focuses on the
process and strike and not about whether a goal it scored or not
3. Practice with different brands of sliotars if possible
4. Practice in rain with wet sliotar as a wet sliotar will often ‘move’ in the air more
than a dry sliotar,
5. Practice with as many mixed sliotars as possible, i.e old, new, think rim, thin rim,
dry, damp etc
6. Close to a match, use sliotars likely to be used for the match
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Penalty Practice Drill 1

·

Strike penalties from approx. 27/28 metres out, focusing on getting a hard shot
on target

·

Strike penalties from approx. 24/25 metres out, focusing on getting a hard shot
on target

·

Strike penalties from the correct position. At this point the target should seem
quite near which builds confidence of scoring
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An Interview with Jimmy Barry-Murphy & Charlie McCarthy – August 2013 :
Question 1:
How do you motivate players?
How do you lift someone who is not going well, particularly a forward?
JBM:
I speak to the player on a 1-1 basis. Work with him on a personal basis, speak
privately to him. Build up his confidence. I encourage him and explain that we
have faith and confidence in him. We see great potential in you. I also ask
former forwards to engage with him.
One of the key things is to keep it simple, don’t try the impossible.
Play yourself into the game. However, in my experience, players rarely carry
out this advice. Players who are struggling tend to try the spectacular.
When you get a chance take it straightaway.
Remember the team ethos. There are 14 other players there with you. If
everyone shares the responsibility, it makes it easier to contribute.
A simple pass can get a player into the game.
In training keep repeating the simple things. Repeat them ad infinitum. Do
them to the nth degree and they become 2nd nature to players.
CMC:
Christy Ring’s advice to us was to win the first ball.
Winning your first ball is hugely important. It instils confidence. It also
prevents your man from getting into the game.
Great players always do the simple things well.
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A great failing can be players not adjusting their game, not learning. If things
have gone well previously, players can fall into the trap of doing the same
things all the time when opponents could have copped on.
Question 2:
What are your top coaching tips for forwards?
What should forwards do when ball is at the other end of the field?
What should forwards do if they haven’t been involved in the play for a while?
CMC:
Patience is key.
Put a simple chance over the bar, give a pass, builds up your confidence.
Keep working and stay alert and keep concentrating even when the ball is at
the other end of the field.
Mick Ryan gave me advice after playing alongside me in my second game for
the ‘Barr’s – I had stayed in front of the corner-back for the whole game, it
was too easy for him – he could see me and the rest of the play too easily.
Mick’s advice was to keep moving, keep him busy all the time. Walk
around him when the ball is at the other end of the field, keep him thinking.
JBM:
Concentration.
Corner backs can now do damage and even score if you’re not concentrating.
Go looking for the ball if you’re not involved. Don’t be looking to blame
others. But your running and roving should be productive.
Be on the move.
Question 3:
Player Attributes:
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What do you look for in a player, in particular a forward?
CMC:
A player who can score.
A mobile player.
A player who has speed and movement.
A player who is interchangeable.
JBM:
You need a blend of players to complement each other. You then have to
work with the players at your disposal. Players have to be versatile. Work on
their skills. Don’t have set ideas. Develop their skill levels as high as possible
to play in various positions in the forward line. Identify your best 15. Look at
players – has he the ability to make the starting 15? Size is immaterial. Deal
with the cards you are dealt with.
As a coach be flexible and open-minded.
Question 4:
What are the essentials for developing teamwork?
JBM:
Teamwork is everything. You need cohesion for good team morale.
A good working environment for players to develop their skills and
personalities. Team spirit is developed in which subs are a part of it. The
pressure is shared. You as coach have the responsibility for Coaching, that it is
proper training, done in the right way.
Club players have to get the maximum out of their abilities.
The whole is greater than the sum of your parts.
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CMC:
Happy morale. Keep a happy camp. Non-playing subs have to feel a part of it
and get enjoyment out of it. Also not to keep training sessions for too long.
Final Question:
What can we do in St. Finbarr’s to develop forwards?
CMC:
Potential forwards from the minor team should be brought aside over the
winter. Train properly on the astro during the winter months. We are not doing
enough for forwards. When prospects are not good it can be harder to dedicate
yourself.
Are they dedicated enough to do it?
JBM:
We must first identify players who can play to Senior Club standard.
Develop them over a few months. Raise their skill level as high as possible.
A key component that inter-county players have is their dedication.
You have to be dedicated and put time into hurling to succeed and to gain
rewards from it. Sacrifices have to be made socially. Hurling takes more
commitment than football.
You must have a will to win and have pride in the blue jersey.
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Focus: Score Taking
Drill 1:
FOCUS:
Shooting for points or goals, decision-making, making runs.
6 groups :

13m----4.--------------------3.
45m----5---------------------2
65m----6---------------------1

1 can strike to 2 or 3.
2 can make a run and receive ball from 3.
2 can pass ball to 3.
If 2 or 3 do not receive ball or strike ball they always transfer to opposite side.
Goalkeeper strikes ball to 65.
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Drill 2:

13m xo

xo

xo

65m

Midfielder------Midfielder
13m

xo

--------------xo

xo

FOCUS:
Ball delivery, point or goal taking under pressure, decision making, making runs,
support, puckout.
Goalkeeper pucks ball to box. Midfielders run from sideline into box (initially
unopposed and gradually introduce opposition – token/partial/full). Gather
possession and deliver ball to forwards.
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Drill 3:

FOCUS:
Drop & Turn, quick movement, turning a defender.
Player jumps over scissor poles, then immediately drops shoulder under pole and
drives towards goal and shoots.
Drill 4:
FOCUS:
Speed, control, drawing a defender, handpass, strike, composure.

30m

P2

P3

P1

Players 1 & 2 sprint around both circles in figure of 8. P1 picks ball and drives at P3,
he then handpasses to P2 who then scores. P1 has to follow in to goals to mop up
any save from keeper.
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Team Play in the Forward Line:
A forward line that operates as individuals will not be successful. Every All-Ireland
winning team and every County winning team has brilliant individual forwards but
they are but one cog in a well-oiled forward machine.
Team Mentality:
·

Forwards need to bond together as a team – work together – score together –
equality all round.

·

Where would Lar Corbett & Eoin Kelly be without the graft of Bonner Maher?

·

Why was Timmy McCarthy such an integral part of the Cork forward-line for over
a decade?

·

Would Cork have won ‘99 All-Ireland without Fergal McCormack?

·

Cork’s forward line in 3 in a row 76-78 contained some of the most legendary
forwards to ever play the game – but how valuable a role did the likes of Tim
Crowley & Mick Malone play?

·

Would Egan, Sheehy & Spillane have been as prolific without the Bomber?

·

Line-outs in rugby – does hooker take all the blame or do the pack as a whole
take the blame and plaudits? Ditto for the scrum.

·

Every Kilkenny forward is capable of racking up huge individual tallies – BUT –
they always seem to take the right option of passing to a better-placed colleague,
particularly for goals.

Common Scenarios showing lack of unity in the forward-line:
·

Shooting from a difficult angle when a better-placed teammate is available.

·

Shooting under pressure when a teammate is available.

·

Free-taker / “Star” forward seemingly exempt from defending / “hard work”.

·

Lack of communication between forwards.
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Drills & Games:
·

Working as a unit – defending / harassing / chasing

·

Defending as Forwards – Ball is hit directly to Goalkeeper. Condition – backs
have to work it out using handpasses only between 2 poles / cones in right half
back position. If forwards turn it over they can then go for a score. Same drill on
LHS of defence. Emphasis on workrate, covering for each other and all-out attack
when you win the ball.

·

Pairs – Pair forwards off for a training session. The aim is to accumulate the most
scores over the evening. Ensure that roles are reversed regularly, i.e. one in the
half-forward line / one in the full-forward line, one in front of goal, one on the
wing.

Shot Selection:
Communication is vital in these drills.
·

Creating a better angle – Giving and using a better option : 1 forward picks ball
and runs at defender in right corner forward position. Defender holds him up,
partner makes a run from 45 outside him. Forward turns and passes, partner
attempts score (first forward follows shot in in case of hitting post or falling
short). Reverse roles. Progress by another defender marking forward on 45.
Progress by adding centre forward on “40” as an extra option. Same exercise can
be done for pulling ball back from endline to 21.

·

Practice 1 on 1s from 30m in front of goal, with extra forward inside. Start with
handpass over head of defender, progress to bat / flick / stick pass / dummy
handpass,etc. Ensure that carrying forward continues run to finish off any save
from keeper. Initially pass to inside man ALL the time. Progress to innovating.
Emphasise importance of a goal to a team – it doesn’t matter who gets it once it
goes over the line. Also watch out for forwards after a long solo run who go for
glory instead of a simple pass – hard to accomplish everything particularly after a
long run under pressure – there are numerous examples from Kilkenny forwards,
who ALWAYS seem to pass to the free inside man.
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·

Ask a former forward to watch a league game, focusing primarily on forward
play. At the next training session ask the same person to give his observations
and target one aspect of forward play, e.g. poor shot selection – shooting under
pressure when a teammate is available – come up with one drill to address this
issue

·

A forward on a solo run through the middle of a defence. His options are :- take
a point, attempt a goal, keep running or pass to a teammate. Players should be
encouraged to take their point as early as possible. If you go on a long solo run
you are inviting defenders to hook / block you while also giving other defenders
time to regroup and protect the “D”. If you go on a solo run the emphasis should
be on scoring a goal. The best way to do this is run directly at goal and pass to
inside forwards who should have moved slightly to the side of the goal to make
space. Carrying player should always continue his run after the pass to follow up
any block / save from the keeper / defenders. When the decision is made to
renege on a point and go for goal the six forwards must go bald-headed for it,
e.g. Tommy Walsh scored a memorable goal vs Tipperary in the All-Ireland semifinal of 2003. Everybody remembers Brendan Cummins making a string of
dazzling saves from all angles BUT Kilkenny kept at it and got the goal, their
motto seems to be “never stop when you’re going for goal”.

Final Thoughts:
·

Every forward line needs individual talents and deadly finishers, but every
forward line also needs hard grafters, selfless runners, space-makers, honesty
and equality. Bonding a forward line together is as important as the drills and
shot taking you practice.

·

“TEAM scores” as opposed to newspaper scores.

·

Nearing the end of games we see the losing team sending in a high, slow, looping
ball from frees / 65s. How often do these balls result in goals? Rarely I would
suggest. A better option is a crossbar-height driven ball. The high looping ball is
a back’s ball. The low driven ball can cause chaos. It doesn’t have to be caught
cleanly, an overhead pull could result in a clean connection or a deflection.
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Focus: The Reluctant Hurler
Ground Hurling:
Working in lines, keep it going, move to the ball, on the run.
In Clashing – keep a hurley in between - Get used to the clash and vibration.
Ground Stroke – children can stand too far back.
Block Down:
Ready to Lock then bas in front of helmet.
Genuflect into it. Walk them through to it. Then step into it.
Bending the knees and stepping in.
Same skill with progression: U8-10, U14-16, Adult.

-Ground ball
-Moving to Ball
-Block
-Frontal Block
-Bat
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SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY
? PSYCHIATRY

CONFIDENCE

* IT IS NOT
* COCKINESS
* ARROGANCE
* EGO

CONFIDENCE/SELF BELIEF

WHAT
YOU
FOCUS ON
HOW YOU
THINK

HOW YOU
REACT

CONFIDENCE

CONFIDENCE
*
*
*
*
*
*

WHEN DID YOU LAST FEEL CONFIDENT
What made you feel confident
Why
WHEN DID YOU LOSE CONFIDENCE
Why
What factors led to loss of confidence

Confident player
*
*
*
*
*

Consistent
Plays to max of ability
Constantly trying to be better
Realistic and focused
Calm under pressure

PITFALLS
* Only +ve feedback builds confidence
* Not learning from mistakes
* Talented or not no capacity to get better

VIGILENCE
*
*
*
*
*
*

MISTAKE
LOSING
CONCEDING A SCORE
CRITICISM
POOR PERFORMANCE
DROPPED

SELF TALK
* Think+ve feel confident
* Guard against –ve self talk
* What are you saying to yourself

SELF TALK
* I MUST WIN THE NEXT BALL BECAUSE WE HAVE TO
SCORE
* VS
* I WILL WIN THE NEXT BALL AND WE WILL SCORE
* CONTROL YOUR SELF TALK AND BECOME MENTALLY
STRONG

NEGATIVE BELIEFS
*
*
*
*

What are they based on
True 100% of the time
Do they help your performance
Do they make you feel confident and help you achieve
your goal

THINKING ERRORS
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

PERFECTION IN PERFORMANCE
CATASTROPHISING
BLAME
IDEAL CONDITIONS
DWELLING ON –VE
DISQUALIFYING THE +VE
PAST PERFORMANCE

JONAH SYNDROME
* WE FEAR OUR HIGHEST POSSIBILITY
* WE ARE AFRAID TO BECOME THAT WHICH WE CAN
GLIMPSE IN OUR MOST PERFECT MOMENTS

PERFORMANCE
* HOW DID YOU PLAY
* HOW DID IT COMPARE TO YOUR BEST GAME
* WHAT FACTORS CAUSED A LESS THAN PERFECT
GAME
* GOAL TO ACHIEVE CONSISTENCY

PERFORMANCE
*
*
*
*

GOAT SETTING
PERSONAL VS TEAM GOAL
SHORT TERM MEDIUM LONGTERM
? WRITTEN DOWN

* IDENTIFY STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

PERFORMANCE

CONCENTRATION

ATTENTION

PEAK
PERFORMANCE
AWARENESS

SELF TALK

PERFORMANCE STATEMENT
* SPECIFIC STATEMENT /THOUGHT DESIGNED TO IMPROVE
PERFORMANCE CONSISTENCY
* SIMPLIFY YOUR GAME TO A SINGLE IDEA
* DON’T THINKING directs your mind to the wrong outcome
* MENTAL CLUTTER vs FOCUS

PERFORMANCE STATEMENT
* MENTAL TOUGNESS performance centred thinking
* OVERCOME SELF DOUBT direct /give your mind
something else to process
* DIRECT YOUR MIND TO TARGETED AREAS OF
STRENGTH
* REMIND YOUSELF WHAT YOU NEED TO DO DURING
A GAME

* KNOW WHAT TO THINK ABOUT RATHER THAN
LETTING THOUGHTS OCCUR NATURALLY
* KEEP A TIGHT GRIP ON WHAT YOU LET YOURSELF
THINK

VISUALISATION
*
*
*
*

PERFORMING AT YOUR BEST
SPECIFIC SKILL
RELAXATION
MATCH SITUATION

* USE IT DAILY PRE TRAINING PRE MATCH

SPECIFICS OF VISUALISATION

SELF

GAME
SPEED

EMOTION

DETAIL

START TO
FINISH

3 MIN WORKOUT
* BEST PERFORMANCE 3-5 HIGHLIGHTS AND HOW
YOU FELT
* NEXT GAME
* NEXT PRESSURE GAME / COUNTY FINAL

BELIEF
* SELF IMAGE LEVEL OF SUCCESS YOU BELIEVE YOU
CAN ACHIEVE
* THIS DETERMINES WHAT YOU WILL ACCOMPLISH

* SELF IMAGE AND SELF DEFINE A DESIRED SELF
IMAGE USE SELF TALK TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL

IDENTITY STATEMENT
* MAKE SURE YOUR ID STATEMENT MAKES SUCCESS
MORE LIKELY

AWARENESS
* INTERNAL self
* EXTERNALaround you
* ATTENTION what is happening on pitch
* ATTENTION CONSTANTLY CHECK WHERE IS YOUR
ATTENTION

YES WE CAN
* PERSONAL GOAL
* TEAM GOALS
* +VE ATTITUDE ASS KICKING MODE
* quote THERE IS NO TRY ONLY DO OR DO NOT
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Dietary strategies in Gaelic
football

Dr Paul O’Keeffe
Maryborough Clinic

Outline
l

Hydration
–
–
–

l

Nutrition
–

l

Before
During
After
Pre and post match

Recovery

Hydration
l

Why
–
–
–

l

Dehydration impairs performance
Impairs cognitive function
Decreases gastric emptying

Pre Match
–
–

First priority think of hydration
Check hydration status

Hydration
l

Urine colour

l

Ambient temperature

l

1 pint 90mins before match
–
–

Which fluid H2O vs CHO drink
Remember week before match

During Event
l

GAA players don’t hydrate properly
–

l

Drink during the game
–
–

l

Start game with 200mls in stomach
500-700mls
Players sweat rates vary hugely

Don’t wait to get thirsty
–
–

1.5 – 2litrers lost by then
Significant effect on performance

Post event
l

Most athletes don’t rehydrate properly
–

l

H20 vs CHO drink
–
–

l
l

Upto 24hrs to rehydrate fully
Sodium and CHO
Cool and palatable

After game: sweat and urine continue losses
Urine colour misleading

Post event
l

How much?
–
–

Depends on weight loss
Usual 1-2kg
l
l
l
l
l

Recommend 600mls /500g wt loss
Approx 1.5-2.5L
Start with sports drink
Most common area for lack of awareness in GAA
players
Hunger versus thirst

Carbohydrates
l
l
l
l
l
l

Bread
Cereals
Fruit
Pasta
Rice
Potatoes

Protein

Nutrition
l
l

Carbs, carbs and more carbs
Pre match
–
–

When: 3hrs before game
What:
l
l

–
–

High carb / low protein
Avoid fat and fibre

AM game: cereal toast fruit juice beans muffins
PM game: pasta tomato based sauce rice bread

Pre event meal
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Breakfast cereal, low fat milk and fruit
Porridge, fruit juice
Toast /muffins/crumpets honey jam
Beans on toast
Spaghetti Dolmio type sauce
Sandwich with banana and honey
Fresh fruit salad

Post Match
l

Why recover
–
–
–
–
–

Rehydrate (fluids)
Replenish (glycogen stores)
Rebuild (muscle)
Resist (infection)
Reduce (fatigue and burnout)

Recovery meal
l

When
–

Recovery starts IMMEDIATELY
l
l
l
l

High carbohydrate and protein mixture
Start with sports drink
1-2 hour window
High GI better than low GI

Examples
l
l
l
l
l

Sport drink, jaffa cakes, wine gums
Bread, digestives, dried fruit
Cordial drinks, fruit smoothies
Sport bars, muesli /cereal bars
Protein
–

Tuna
– Meat chicken ham
– Protein powder 2 scoops
l Australian Institute of Sport

l

Eat main meal 1-2 hrs later
–

High carb with protein

–

BOOZE??

Modalities
l
l
l
l
l
l

Stretch and warm down
Ice baths
Compression garments
Recovery shakes
Supplements
Creatine

Bulking Up
l
l
l
l
l

Protein vs CHO
Increased protein turnover during training
Timing of intake
Combine with resistance training
Diet vs Protein supplements

Protein Vs Supplements
l
l
l
l
l

Daily reqiurement 1.5 g/kg BM
High CHO diet enough
Supplement uses
Recovery shakes Ratio 3/4 :1 CHO:Prot
Beware steroid contamination

Creatine
l
l
l
l
l

IRFU guideline
Documented performance benefits in
ADULTS
Advise against use in under 18s
Eat to compete
Australian institute of sport

Sources of protein providing 10g
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

35 g beef/pork/lamb
40g skinless chicken
1 cup low fat milk
50g cooked fish tinned fish
4 slices bread
2 cups pasta
3cups wholegrain cereal

Meal plan for heavy training
l
l
l
l
l
l

Breakfast – 2.5 cups cereal low fat milk 2
slices toast and jam
Morning tea 2 cereal bars
Lunch 2 ham cheese salad rolls + orange
juice
Afternoon tea 200 g low fat yoghurt and fruit
Training water and sports drink
Dinner 200g lean steak 3cups rice and veg
low fat custard and bananna

The new Glen full back

Key Message
l
l
l
l

Develop your skill
Coaching and skill acquisition
Optimal nutrition
Adequate sleep and recovery

Where will you be in 5 years ?

Questions

Type of meal consumed post match/training

evening meal
snack and high
carb
hi-carb/protein

5.77%

don't know

37.5%

44.23%

12.5%

Type of fluids ingested

sports drink
water
mineral
sports drink and
water

13.46%

57.69%

27.88%

0.96%

Use of supplements
supplements
none
6.73%

vitamins

4.81%

creatine

1.92%

recovery shakes
protein powder
34.62%

other
protein + vitamin
recov +prot

19.23%

10.58%
0.96%

21.15%

Frequency of ice bath usage
icebaths
never
always
3.85%

training

8.65%

match

36.54%

50.96%

Thank you
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Each year new words/phrases/concepts enter the world of sport – the cunning
plan/the new big thing. If success follows these quickly become the “must haves”.
We read of the seemingly endless lengths to which individuals and teams will go to
gain that “edge”. Others feel pale in comparison, despairing because of their
perceived inability to reach the same heights of preparation, and in an effort to catch
up they waste valuable resources pursuing what in many cases are red herrings.
Despite their valuable contribution, I have yet to meet or hear of a Sports Scientist,
Sports Psychologist, Nutritionist, Strength and Conditioning Coach, Speed Coach,
Statistician or any other individual who has access to the “silver bullet” – the one
secret ingredient guaranteed to deliver performance and consequent success. There
is of course no such thing - rather does performance result from a mix of many
different things.
Optimal performance can never be guaranteed in sport because of one key variable
– people. Countries, counties, clubs – they only perform in name - its people who
actually perform, individually and collectively, and they are not machines capable of
pre-designed outputs. Performance can never be guaranteed – merely facilitated.
Success is often measured in terms of results and unfortunately there are so many
variables involved in winning that we have in fact very little control over results. We
do however have some control over how we perform. We are all aware of things we
do which limit and indeed destroy our ability to perform. The good news though is
that there are also things we can do which maximize our ability to perform. We CAN
optimise our performance, and in optimising our performance we also optimise our
chances of success.
The platform ……
1. Organisation – One very strong constraint is economic – the simple truth is
that some teams cannot afford the preparation enjoyed by others. That being
said I have never seen a context which could not be improved - I believe it’s
the same with teams. Before even meeting players, the management group
needs to clarify for themselves why they are involved, what they hope to
achieve and how they hope to do it. A list of activities cascading down to
processes and tasks should be completed, showing what is to be done and by
whom. This of course is added to regularly as new challenges emerge. If
constructed properly, these structures add great confidence – in the knowledge
that we know what we want to do and furthermore we are doing it in precisely
the way we feel we need to.
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2. Physical/Psychological – In many respects it has never been easier to be
well prepared under both headings – advances have allowed many more
people access to key concepts. Preparation should be closely aligned with
performance goals – it should be designed to help us perform in our chosen
manner. The physical and mental fitness required to prepare for and win
games is all that’s required. To my knowledge no team has ever actually had
to “go to war” – despite regular reference thereto. What one does off the field
in terms of Attitude and Lifestyle is often far more significant than anything
done on it.
3. Technical/Tactical – We need to have the technical ability to play the game
in the way we have chosen. The first step here of course is to establish
precisely the way we want to play, then identify the skills required to so do. A
skills audit should be carried out to identify gaps that can be addressed with
coaching and practice. Although variation is often demanded in response to
changing circumstances, people tend to respond more favourably to a tactical
approach which contains clarity and consistency and which is pro-active rather
than reactive. The tactics employed should also be “cut so suit our cloth”, i.e.
designed to utilize our strengths, not expose our weaknesses.
4. Information/Inclusion – Never has data been so readily available – it is
everywhere. However usable information is another thing entirely. Whilst
independence of thought and action is an attractive and indeed vital trait of
leaders, the better ones have not been afraid to use help in pursuit of an
objective. Successful leaders in all walks of life have benefited from providing
opportunities for others to contribute – to be included in a real and meaningful
way, to feel as if they are an important part of the group. Productive
Communication, in all directions, is vital under this heading.
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Building upon the platform ……
1. Individual/Team – Regardless of what is said about teams, the reality is that
all teams start and finish with individuals – some of whom could be
experiencing severe challenges outside of our context. Groups are made up of
different personality types and most are capable of a positive contribution. For
instance, despite the nauseating effects of an over active ego, the well-worn
cliché of “leaving the ego at the door” makes as much sense as asking
someone to leave their left leg outside. Ego is an intrinsic part of every human
being and needs to be worked with – not banished. Also, who exactly makes
up the “team” – those who take the field are merely part of it. Performance is
extremely dependent on the successful inclusion and cohesion of sometimes
extremely diverse individuals. How can individuals be expected to morph into a
team if they don’t know what the team is all about? Telling a team what it is
about is one way of proceeding – a far more effective way though is to let the
team itself decide. Finally, participation, let alone performance, in an
environment which is not enjoyable is not sustainable, particularly in an
amateur context.
2. Self – The team can never over-ride the individuals who form it unless those
individuals are willing and able to subscribe. Exploration of some attachments
to SELF can be interesting in terms of the team and its members – e.g. Self
Respect, Self Confidence, Self Esteem, Self Image, Self Limiting Beliefs, Self
Destruction, Self-ISH. Some of the great Barrs teams of the past had such a
sense of SELF that they were ahead before they even started.
3. Choice – Our first choice is to be part of the team, then whether to remain or
not. We seldom choose setbacks, we always choose our response though, and
that response is ultimately what defines us as human beings. We literally
choose who it is we want to be. One is reminded of Ali’s famous quote – “I said
I was the greatest long before I knew I was”.
4. Values – A truthful examination of our behaviour is likely to be far more
revealing than a selection of nice words from some “wish list”. From this
examination we can explore the differences between what our values are and
what we would like them to be.
5. Goals – Some say goals need to be SMART and maybe they do, but who sets
the limits. In 1954, before breaking the four minute mile, Bannister was widely
advised that running so fast was physiologically impossible – indeed
dangerous. What is also interesting is once that “barrier” was removed by
Bannister, twenty new records were set over the next five years. Indeed
Marcus O Sullivan, has run sub 4 on no fewer than 101 occasions – amazing
considering less than ten years before he was born, this “barrier” was
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considered unbreakable, also amazing of course because he came from “down
the road”. The team decides both short-term and long-term goals. The goals
are broken down into deliverables and finally the tasks which need to be acted
upon. Key Performance Indicators should also be identified for the team and
individuals, and be visited at agreed intervals.
6. Fear/Nervousness/Anxiety – Sometimes the harder we try to fight
something the worse it gets. We need to accept the negative feeling as
perfectly natural and realise that many others feel similarly but manage to
overcome it. Then we need to identify and treat the causes, as well as
introduce some management techniques. It was interesting to hear Martin
Johnson talk of the 1997 Lions being “scared stiff” of the South Africans - they
managed that fear quite well!
7. Leadership – once described as “the subtle accumulation of nuances”, many
things done better rather than one big bang. Leaders are needed throughout
the group and can appear at different times, providing a variety of different
inputs. Deeds are usually more effective than words. Exploring the notion of
Personal Leadership is always interesting.
8. Motivation – People are motivated by different things and in different ways.
There are many sources of motivation and within reason whatever works is
fine. However, some of the emotional incontinence passed off as motivation is
likely to do more harm than good. Whilst many claim the days of breaking
hurleys in dressing rooms are gone – I believe they are still alive and well
albeit with different tools being used. Some of the most extraordinary events
in sport and other walks of life have been accomplished in extraordinary calm.
In 1962, as Sonny Liston was preparing to face Floyd Patterson in one of the
most high profile and bitterly divisive confrontations ever, a visiting journalist
reported in amazement that amidst all the madness and mayhem, Liston, was
“possessed of an almost unseemly calm”. It took him a mere two minutes and
six seconds to become heavyweight champion of the world that night in
Chicago.
9. Dispute Resolution – Problems will arise from time to time - mechanisms to
resolve those disputes need to be constructed. The first prerequisite is a
genuine determination to resolve the issue – silly as it may seem that
determination is not always present. Compromise has a well deserved
reputation, however when faced with either a right way or a wrong way –
compromise is wrong.
Now – Yesterdays glory and tomorrows promise are equally untouchable – all we
have is NOW
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It is over 20 years since the GAA began teaching foundation courses for coaches in
an effort to standardise what was being done by coaches on training fields. The
hurling apostle Paudie Butler from Tipperary - with Eamonn Ryan and others spearheaded this initiative.
I was involved in presenting some of these courses. The initiative did much to help
clubs attract new people and give them, at a minimum, survival skills in coaching
and the confidence to take on underage teams and coach them. These new coaches,
no matter how little expertise they had started with, would at least now have a basic
knowledge of coaching.
There was a big emphasis on skill drills with a bit of theory thrown in for good
measure.
One question always asked as the theory sessions reached the Q and A section, was:
"What did so-and-so say in the dressingroom before games?"
So-and-so being Canon Michael O'Brien, Fr Bertie Troy, Billy Morgan, Gerald
McCarthy, Pat Lougheed, Christy Ring and Johnny Clifford, among others.
Everybody was looking for the secret formula, the magic words that turned mere
mortals into heroes. The fact of the matter was I could remember very little that
anybody said, ever.
I think it's the same with teachers we've all had. When you consider how much time
most of us spent sitting in front of teachers it's amazing how little we remember of
what they said.
We are much more likely to remember how somebody made us feel. One of the very
few memories I have of what was said in a dressingroom comes from 1980 when I
was playing on the Cork football team in the National League final. We were pitted
against a great Kerry team, the greatest team I have ever seen playing Gaelic
football.
I was full forward that day being marked by the prince of full backs of that period,
John O'Keeffe. Billy Morgan the player/coach, called me aside earlier in the week to
tell me how to play against O'Keeffe.
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By the end of that conversation I believed I was a good footballer. I believed I was
as good as the great Johnno. Of course, I know now this wasn't true. But I still
remember that conversation and I know because of how it made me feel. There
weren't any hysterics.
Is the day of breaking the hurley off the table during the pre-match pep talk gone? I
think it is, but, of course, I don't know for definite what goes on in other teams'
dressingrooms. I do know for definite it wasn’t part of Cork's tense pre-match talks
in the period ’03 to ’06.
During my time with the Cork hurlers the book Sacred Hoops was mentioned to me a
few times.
I eventually read the book in 2 sittings after the 2005 All-Ireland final. It impressed
me hugely.
The blurb reads, "Sacred Hoops is an inside look at the higher wisdom of teamwork
from Chicago Bulls head coach Phil Jackson. At the heart of the book is Jackson's
philosophy of mindful basketball and his lifelong quest to bring enlightenment to the
competitive world of professional sport."
Zen Buddhism was at the core of Jackson's philosophy.
Buddhists are continually seeking enlightenment.
enlightenment to his teams. He was hugely successful.

Jackson

sought

to

bring

He reveals how he directs his players to act with a clear mind, not thinking, just
doing. His training would include repeating the same drills and plays at every session
so that it just became second nature. It meant in games the players didn't need to
think; it just came instinctively.
No ranting or raving needed.
This brings me back to the question of what is said in GAA dressingrooms.
There really isn't much need to say anything if the proper preparation has been
done. If the players have decided the game plan, there is no need for ranting and
raving. If the players are waiting for a coach to psyche them up I would suggest
that, mentally, they aren't strong enough to perform at the level expected. Once the
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players cross the white lines on the big day they are on their own. The manager
can't be heard anyway. He might as well be in the stand.
The clear-mindedness that Jackson speaks of is expected of everybody associated
with the team. Routine on match day is extremely important. Every minute needs to
be accounted for.
Once players know exactly what is happening every minute up to throw-in time they
only have the job of making sure they are mentally strong and focused.
I'm sometimes asked to talk to teams preparing for finals. I very rarely do this
because I don't believe it counts for anything in the greater scheme of things.
It's all the work that has been done during the year that counts. It's creating the
conditions for players to prepare properly that counts. It's having an atmosphere
within the group that allows players to feel wanted that counts.
The dressingroom should be a calm place, a place where players make their final
mental preparation. The players should leave there at the correct level of
stimulation. I'll sum up by borrowing some lines from Irish Times journalist Keith
Duggan's excellent book The Lifelong Season.
It's half-time in the All-Ireland senior hurling final of 1965. Tipperary are down 11
points against Kilkenny. Len Gaynor of Tipp returns to the dressingroom. He is in
mortal fear of what will be said. But surprisingly the room is a haven of peace. As
they get ready to go out Theo English gets up and says, 'right, lads, we better get
down to business now and beat these fellas'.
"That was precisely what happened. It taught Len a lesson for life and he never
forgot the unspoken confidence. He recognised it much later on as the certitude of
champions. Only later in life did he realise how rare it was and how privileged he had
been to share it."
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